Miele Blizzard
CX1 Cat & Dog
Vacuum
Cleaner
The Miele Blizzard CX1 Bagless Vacuum Cleaner
utilizes Vortex Technology, an advanced dust separation
system that gives you a highly efficient vacuum cleaner
that can capture the most stubborn dust particles. Ideal
for homes with pets the TurboBrush, reliably removes
hair and fluff from carpets for a deep clean. Vortex
Technology The Vortex technology of the Miele Blizzard
CX1 results in flow velocity speeds of over 100km/h,
easily picking up coarse soiling and dust from your
carpet. The CX1 has two separate containers; one to
hold coarser objects and particles, while the other holds
onto fine dust. Hygienic Disposal By using separate
dust containers, the Blizzard CX1 minimises dust
plumes that can escape when the container is emptied.
A Gore CleanStream filter ensures the finest particles
remain in their own compartment, allowing you to
dispose of them separately and securely. ComfortClean
The Comfort Clean system used by the Miele Blizzard
CX1 is able to monitor the fine dust filter and spring into
action to automatically clean then when needed. The
system will switch off for 20 seconds to complete the
cleaning process before immediately returning to peak
functionality. Simple Controls The CX1 is operated from
a multifunction rotary selector, allowing you to choose
the best application and power level for the task at
hand. Each option is represented by a simple to
understand symbol for intuitive operation. Convenience
The Miele Blizzard CX1’s comfort telescopic tube can
be easily adjusted to find the perfect height for you to
use comfortably, and with an operating radius of 10m
there’s less cause to be constantly unplugging your
vacuum before you’ve finished the job. Powerful

cleaning thanks to Vortex technology – 1,100 W
Maximum air hygiene with HEPA AirClean lifetime filter
Universally applicable – floorhead with metal soleplate
Reliably removes hair and lint with its turbo brush.
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Miele
Barrel Vacuum
10502220
Red

Vacuums & Floorcare Features

Vacuum
Type

Bagged

Home Appliance Power Features

Cord
Length

10m

Power

Max
Power

1100W

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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